Chemical proteomics from a nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy perspective.
Proteomics is the study of the protein complement of a genome and employs a number of newly emerging tools. One such tool is chemical proteomics, which is a branch of proteomics devoted to the exploration of protein function using both in vitro and in vivo chemical probes. Chemical proteomics aims to define protein function and mechanism at the level of directly observed protein-ligand interactions, whereas chemical genomics aims to define the biological role of a protein using chemical knockouts and observing phenotypic changes. Chemical proteomics is therefore traditional mechanistic biochemistry performed in a systems-based manner, using either activity- or affinity-based probes that target proteins related by chemical reactivities or by binding site shape/properties, respectively. Systems are groups of proteins related by metabolic pathway, regulatory pathway or binding to the same ligand. Studies can be based on two main types of proteome samples: pooled proteins (1 mixture of N proteins) or isolated proteins in a given system and studied in parallel (N single protein samples). Although the field of chemical proteomics originated with the use of covalent labeling strategies such as isotope-coded affinity tagging, it is expanding to include chemical probes that bind proteins noncovalently, and to include more methods for observing protein-ligand interactions. This review presents an emerging role for nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy in chemical proteomics, both in vitro and in vivo. Applications include: functional proteomics using cofactor fingerprinting to assign proteins to gene families; gene family-based structural characterizations of protein-ligand complexes; gene family-focused design of drug leads; and chemical proteomic probes using nuclear magnetic resonance SOLVE and studies of protein-ligand interactions in vivo.